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Life is a series of teaching-experience which are always relational in nature. As humans we relate three major dimensions of life-social, religious, and material. Hand driven legacies are learned through interaction, influence and change staking place in our day to day existence. Examples and directions coming from a mentor intensify the process of learning and enhance the maturity. In this case our teachers.

Teachers play a basic role in the interpretation of life’s various lessons. They are the best object lessons of living. We learned trials from them. We imitate the behavior and speak their vocabulary. Their sports became ours. Their music is absorbed in our consciousness. They leave impressions that remain in our psyche the rest of our lives. The words of the teachers are laws, their instructions are standard.

On the other hand, teachers sacrifice are necessary virtues in maintaining the stability and happiness of the school children. High school graduation is just around the corner and many have no clue yet as to what they are going to do. Should they proceed to college? Should they become a teacher? a doctor? a singer?

No matter what career a student chooses, he wanted it to provide more just many to enable him to live more comfortably. He wants it to bring happiness to other as well. That would be his ultimate career choice.

Indeed, lessons of life are taught in the classroom of actual living. As teachers, the greatest impact they can give to our children is the foundation which they lay down
in matters of faith, discipline, self-independence, and evidence. They are values worthy of emulation.
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